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Abstract

This article focuses on the optimization of PCDM, a parallel, 2D Delaunay mesh generation application, and its interaction with parallel architectures based on simultaneous multithreading (SMT) processors. We first present the step-by-step effect of a series of optimizations on performance. These optimizations improve the performance of PCDM by up to a factor of six. They target issues that very often limit the performance of scientific computing codes. We then evaluate the interaction of PCDM with a real SMT-based SMP system, using both high-level metrics, such as execution time, and low-level information from hardware performance counters.
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1 Introduction

Simultaneous multithreading (SMT) and multicore (CMP) processors have lately found their way in the product lines of all major hardware manufacturers [29–31]. These processors allow more than one threads to simultaneously execute on the same physical CPU. The degree of resource sharing inside the processor may range from sharing one or more levels of the cache (CMP processors), to almost fully sharing all processor resources (SMT processors). SMT and CMP chips offer a series of competitive advantages over conventional ones. They are, for example, characterized by better price to performance and power to performance ratios. As a consequence, they gain more and more popularity as building blocks of both multi-layer, high performance compute servers and off-the-shelf desktop systems.

The pervasiveness of SMT and CMP processors changes radically the software development process. Traditionally, evolution across different processor generations alone, would allow single-threaded programs to execute more and more efficiently. This trend, however, tends to diminish. SMT and CMP processors support, instead, thread-level parallelism within a single chip. As a result, parallel software is necessary in order to unleash the computational power of these chips by a single application. Needless to say, rewriting existing sequential software or developing from scratch parallel software comes at an increased cost and complexity. In addition, the development of efficient code for SMT and CMP processors is not an easy task. Resource sharing inside the chip makes performance hard to analyze and optimize, since performance is dependent not only on the interaction between individual threads and the hardware, but also on non-trivial interference between threads on resources.
such as caches, TLBs, instruction queues, and branch predictors.

The trend of massive code development or rewriting restates traditional software engineering tradeoffs between ease of code development and performance. For example, programmers may either reuse functionality offered by system libraries (synchronization primitives, STL data structures, memory management, etc.), or reimplement it from scratch, targeting high performance. They may or may not opt for complex algorithmic optimizations, balancing code simplicity and maintainability with performance.

In this paper we present the programming and optimization process of a 2D Parallel Constrained Delaunay Mesh (PCDM) generation algorithm on SMT and multi-SMT systems, with the goal of understanding the performance implications of SMT processors on adaptive and irregular parallel applications, and laying out an optimization methodology, with elements that can be reused across irregular applications. Mesh generation is a central building block of many applications, in the areas of engineering, medicine, weather prediction, etc. PCDM is an irregular, adaptive, memory-intensive, multi-level and multi-grain parallel implementation of Delaunay mesh generation. We select PCDM because it is a provably efficient algorithm that can both guarantee the quality of the final mesh, and achieve scalability on conventional clusters of SMPs, at the scale of 100 or more processors [14].

The main contribution of this paper is a set of algorithmic and systemic optimizations for adaptive and irregular parallel algorithms on SMT processors. In particular, the paper provides a better understanding of multi-level and multi-grain parallelization for layered multi-processors, where threads executing and sharing resources on the same processor are differentiated from
threads executed across processors. The algorithmic optimizations presented in this paper pertain to parallel mesh generation algorithms, whereas the systemic optimizations pertain to broader classes of parallel applications with irregular execution and data access patterns, such as N-body simulations and ray-tracing algorithms.

We discuss in detail the exploitation of each of the three parallelism granularities present in PCDM on a real, SMT-based multiprocessor. We present the step-by-step optimization of the code and quantify the effect of each particular optimization on performance. This gradual optimization process results in code that is up to six times faster than the original, unoptimized one. Moreover, the optimized code has sequential performance within 12.3% of Triangle [40], the best to our knowledge sequential Delaunay mesh generation code. The exploitation of parallelism in PCDM allows it to outperform Triangle, even on a single physical (SMT) processor. As a next step, we use low-level performance metrics and information attained from hardware performance counters, to accurately characterize the interaction of PCDM with the underlying architecture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we discuss related work in the context of performance analysis and optimization for layered parallel architectures. In Section 3 we briefly describe the parallel Delaunay mesh refinement algorithm. Section 4 discusses the implementation and optimization of the multi-grain PCDM on an SMT-based multiprocessor. We study the performance of the application on the target architecture both macroscopically and using low-level metrics. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.
2 Related Work

Although layered multiprocessors have established a strong presence in the server and desktop markets, there is still considerable skepticism for deploying these platforms in supercomputing environments. One reason seems to be that the understanding of the interaction between computationally-intensive scientific applications and these architectures is rather limited. Most existing studies of SMT and CMP processors originate from the computer architecture domain and use conventional uniprocessor benchmarks such as SPEC CPU [26] and shared-memory parallel benchmarks such as SPEC OMP [6] and SPLASH-2 [47]. There is a notable absence of studies that investigate application-specific optimizations for SMT and CMP chips, as well as the architectural implications of SMT and CMP processing cores on real-world applications that demand high FPU performance and high intra-chip and off-chip memory bandwidth. Interestingly, in some real supercomputing installations based on multi-core and SMT processor cores, multi-core execution is de-activated, primarily due to concerns about the high memory bandwidth demands of multithreaded versions of complex scientific applications [2].

This paper builds upon an earlier study of a realistic application, PCDM, on multi-SMT systems [5], to investigate the issues pertinent to application optimization and adaptation to layered shared-memory architectures. Similar studies appeared recently in other application domains, such as databases [18, 48] and have yielded results that stir the database community to develop more architecture-aware DataBase Management System (DBMS) infrastructure [25]. Another recent study of several realistic applications, including molecular dynamics and material science codes, on a Power5-based system
with dual SMT-core processors [24], indicated both advantages and disadvantages from activating SMT, however the study was confined to execution times and speedups of out-of-the-box codes without providing further details.

3 Delaunay Mesh Generation

In this paper we focus on the parallel constrained Delaunay refinement algorithm for 2D geometries. Delaunay mesh generation offers mathematical guarantees on the quality of the resulting mesh [15, 22, 32, 38, 41]. In particular, one can prove that for a user-defined lower bound on the minimal angle (below 20.7°) the algorithm will terminate while matching this bound and produce a size-optimal mesh. It has been proven [33] that a lower bound on the minimal angle is equivalent to the upper bound on the circumradius-to-shortest edge ratio which we will use in the description of the algorithm. Another commonly used criterion is an upper bound on triangle area which allows to obtain sufficiently small triangles.

The sequential Delaunay refinement algorithm works by inserting additional — so-called Steiner — points into an existing mesh with the goal of removing poor quality triangles, in terms of either shape or size, and replacing them with better quality triangles. Throughout the execution of the algorithm the Delaunay property of the mesh is maintained: the mesh is said to satisfy the Delaunay property if every triangle’s circumscribing disk (circumdisk) does not include any of the mesh vertices. Usually Steiner points are chosen in the centers (circumcenters) of circumdisks of bad triangles, although other choices are also possible [12]. For our analysis and implementation we use the Bowyer-Watson (B-W) point insertion procedure [8, 46] which consists of the following
steps: (1) the cavity expansion step: the triangles whose circumdisks include
the new Steiner point $p$ are identified; they are called the cavity $\mathcal{C}(p)$; (2) the
cavity triangulation step: the triangles in $\mathcal{C}(p)$ are deleted from the mesh; as
a result, an untriangulated space with closed polygonal boundary $\partial \mathcal{C}(p)$ is
created; (3) $p$ is connected with each edge of $\partial \mathcal{C}(p)$, and the newly created
triangles are inserted into the mesh.

We explore three levels of granularity in parallel Delaunay refinement: coarse,
medium, and fine. At the coarse level, the triangulation domain $\Omega$ is decom-
posed into subdomains $\Omega_i$ which are distributed among MPI processes and
used as units of refinement. When Steiner points are inserted close to subdo-
main boundaries, the corresponding edges are subdivided, and split messages
are sent to the MPI processes refining subdomains that share the specific edge,
to ensure boundary conformity [14]. At the medium granularity level, the units
of refinement are cavities; in other words, multiple Steiner points are inserted
concurrently into a single subdomain. Since the candidate Steiner points can
have mutual dependencies, we check for the conflicts and cancel some of the
insertions if necessary. The problem of Delaunay-independent point insertion
along with parallel algorithms which avoid conflicts is described in [10–13]. In
this paper, however, we study a different approach which allows to avoid the
use of auxiliary lattices and quadtrees, at the cost of rollbacks. Finally, at the
fine granularity level, we explore the parallel construction of a single cavity
(cavity expansion). This is achieved by having multiple threads check different
triangles for inclusion into the cavity.
In the following paragraphs we discuss the implementation and the optimization process of the three granularities of parallelism in PCDM and their combinations into a new multi-grain implementation we describe in [4]. We also provide insight on the interaction of the application with the hardware on a commercial, low-cost, SMT-based multiprocessor platform. Table 1 summarizes the technical characteristics of our experimental platform. The platform is a 4-way SMP system, with Intel Hyperthreaded (HT) processors. Intel HT processors are based on the simultaneous multithreading (SMT) architecture. Each processor can execute two threads simultaneously. Each thread has its own register file, however it shares the rest of the hardware of the processor (cache hierarchy, TLB, execution units, memory interface etc.) with the other thread. Intel HT processors have become popular in the context of both technical and desktop computing, due to the fact that they offer SMT capabilities at no additional cost. The system has 2 GB of main memory and runs Linux (2.6.13.4 kernel). The compiler used to generate the executables is g++ from the 3.3.4 GNU compiler collection (gcc). Experimental results from larger parallel systems, as well as a direct comparison between different single-grain and multi-grain parallelization strategies appears in [4]. This paper focuses on the optimizations of PCDM, at each of the three levels of parallelization granularity.

Intel HT processors offer ample opportunities for performance analysis through

---

1 The cost of an Intel HT processor was initially the same as that of a conventional processor of the same family and frequency. Gradually, conventional processors of the IA-32 family were withdrawn.
Table 1

Configuration of the Intel HT Xeon-based SMP system used to evaluate the multi-grain implementation of PCDM and its interaction with layered parallel systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processor</th>
<th>4, 2-way Hyperthreading, Pentium 4 Xeon, 2 GHz</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cache</td>
<td>8 KB L1, 64B line / 512KB L2, 64B line / 1MB L3, 64B line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>2 GB RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>Linux 2.6.13.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>g++, gcc 3.3.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Throughout this section we present experimental results applying PCDM on a rocket engine pipe 2D cross-cut domain. The specific engine pipe has been used during the development process of a real rocket engine by NASA. A slight modification to the pipe, not backed up by a thorough simulation and study, resulted in a catastrophic crack, destroying both the pipe and the engine prototype. In the experiments, we generate a 2D mesh of the pipe, consisting of 10 million triangles. The reported execution times include the preprocessing overhead for the domain decomposition, the MPI startup cost, the overhead of reading the subdomains from disk, and the mesh refinement, i.e., the main computational part of the algorithm. We do not report the time required to output the final mesh to disk.

The rest of Section 4 is organized as follows: in Subsection 4.1 we discuss and evaluate the optimizations related to the coarse-grain parallelization level of
PCDM. In Subsection 4.2 we focus on the optimization process of the medium-grain parallelization level of PCDM. Subsection 4.3 briefly discusses the implementation of fine-grain PCDM and presents a low-level experimental analysis of the interaction of fine-grain PCDM with the hardware. Finally, in Subsection 4.4, we discuss the potential of using the additional execution contexts of an SMT processor as speculative precomputation vehicles.

4.1 Coarse-grain PCDM

As explained in Section 3, the coarse granularity of PCDM is exploited by dividing the whole spatial domain into multiple sub-domains, and allowing multiple MPI processes to refine different sub-domains. Different MPI processes need to communicate via split messages only whenever a point is inserted at a subdomain boundary segment, thus splitting the segment. Such messages can even be sent lazily; multiple messages can be aggregated to a single one, in order to minimize messaging overhead and traffic on the system. We have empirically set the degree of message aggregation to 128.

Each subdomain may be associated with a different refinement workload. We, thus, use domain over-decomposition as a simple, yet effective load balancing method. In our experiments we create 32 subdomains for each MPI process used².

Table 2 summarizes the execution time of the coarse-grain PCDM implementation for the generation of 10M triangles on our experimental platform. We

² The degree of overdecomposition is a tradeoff between the effectiveness of load balancing and the initial sequential preprocessing overhead
report execution times from using both 1 MPI process per physical processor or 2 MPI processes per physical processor (one per SMT execution context), both before and after applying the optimizations described in the following paragraphs. The optimizations resulted in code that is approximately twice as fast as the original code. Furthermore, the optimizations improved the scalability of the coarse-grain PCDM on a single SMT processor with two execution contexts. SMT speedups of the original code range from 1.15 to 1.19. SMT speedups of the optimized code range from 1.20 to 1.27. This scalability improvement comes in addition to improvements in sequential execution time.

The charts in Figure 1 itemize the effect of each optimization on execution time. The left chart depicts the execution time of the initial, unoptimized implementation (original), of the version after the substitution of STL data-structures (STL) described in section 4.1.1, after the addition of optimized memory management (Mem Mgmt) described in section 4.1.2, and after applying the algorithmic optimizations (Algorithmic) described in section 4.1.3. Similarly, the right diagram depicts the % performance improvement after the application of each additional optimization over the version that incorporates all previous optimizations. Due to space limitations, we report the effect of

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unoptimized</th>
<th>Optimized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 MPI/processor</td>
<td>2 MPI/processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 processor</td>
<td>54.0</td>
<td>45.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 processors</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>23.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 processors</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>12.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2
Execution time (in sec) of the original (unoptimized), and the optimized coarse-grain PCDM implementation.
Fig. 1. Effect of optimizations on the performance of coarse-grain PCDM. Cumulative effect on execution time (left diagram). Performance improvement (%) of each new optimization over the coarse-grain PCDM implementation with all previous optimizations applied.

optimizations on the coarse-grain PCDM configurations using 1 MPI process per physical processor. Their effect on configurations using 2 MPI processes per physical processor is quantitatively very similar.

4.1.1 Substitution of Generic STL Data-Structures

The original, unoptimized version of coarse-grain PCDM makes extensive use of STL structures. Although using STL constructs has several software engineering advantages in terms of code readability and code reuse, such constructs often introduce unacceptable overhead.

In PCDM, the triangles (elements) of the mesh that do not satisfy the quality bounds are placed in a work-queue. For each of these so called bad triangles, PCDM inserts a point into the mesh, at the circumcenter of the element. The insertion of a new point forces some elements around it to violate the Delaunay property. The identification of these non-Delaunay elements is called a cavity
expansion.

During the cavity expansion phase, PCDM performs a depth-first search of the triangles graph, the graph in which a triangle is connected with the three neighbors it shares faces with. The algorithm identifies triangles included in the cavity, and those that belong to the closure of the cavity, i.e., triangles that share an edge with the boundary of the cavity. The population of these two sets for each cavity is \textit{a priori} unknown, thus the original PCDM uses STL vectors for the implementation of the respective data structures, taking advantage of the fact that STL vectors can be extended dynamically. Similarly newly created triangles, during cavity re-triangulations, are accommodated in an STL vector as well.

We replaced these STL vectors with array-based LIFO queues. We have conservatively set the maximum size of each queue to 20 elements, since our experiments indicate that the typical population of these queues is only 5–6 triangles for 2D geometries. In any case, a dynamic queue growth mechanism is present and is activated in the infrequent case triangles overflow one of the queue arrays. Replacing the STL vectors with array-based queues improved the execution time of coarse-grain PCDM by an average 36.98%.

4.1.2 Memory Management

Mesh generation is a memory intensive process, which triggers frequent memory management (allocation / deallocation) operations. The unoptimized implementation of coarse-grain PCDM includes a custom memory manager. The memory manager focuses on efficiently recycling and managing triangles, since they are by far the most frequently used data structure of PCDM.
After a cavity is expanded, the triangles included in the cavity are deleted and the resulting empty space is then re-triangulated. The memory allocated for deleted triangles is never returned to the system. Deleted triangles are, instead, inserted in a recycling list. The next time the program requires memory for a new triangle (during retriangulation), it reuses deleted triangles from the recycling list. Memory is allocated from the system only when the recycling list is empty.

During mesh refinement, the memory footprint of the mesh is monotonically increasing, since during the refinement of a single cavity the number of deleted triangles is always less than or equal to the number of created triangles. As a result, memory is requested from the system during every single cavity expansion. The optimized PCDM implementation pre-allocates pools (batches) of objects instead of allocating individual objects upon request. We experimentally determined that memory pools spanning the size of 1 page (4Kb for our experimental platform) resulted in the best performance. When all the memory from the pool is used, a new pool is allocated from the system. Batch memory allocation significantly reduces the pressure on the system’s memory manager and improves the execution time of coarse-grain PCDM approximately by an additional 6.5%. The improvement from batch allocation of objects, stems from reducing the calls to the system memory allocator and from improved cache-level and TLB-level locality. Although generic sequential and multi-threaded memory allocators also manage memory pools internally for objects of the same size [7, 21, 23, 39] each allocation-deallocation of an object from/to a pool, carries the overhead of two library calls. Custom batch memory allocation nullifies this overhead.
4.1.3 Algorithmic Optimizations

Balancing algorithmic optimizations that target higher performance or lower resource usage, with code simplicity, readability and maintainability is an interesting exercise during code development for scientific applications. When high performance is the main consideration, the decision is usually in favor of the optimized code.

In the case of PCDM, we performed limited, localized modifications in a single, critical computational kernel of the original version. The modifications targeted the reduction or elimination of costly floating-point operations on the critical path of the algorithm.

The specific kernel evaluates the quality of a triangle, by comparing its minimum angle with a predefined, user-provided threshold. Let's assume that $\hat{C}$ is the minimum angle of triangle $ABC$ and $\hat{L}$ is the threshold angle. The original code would calculate $\hat{C}$ from the coordinates of triangle points, using the inner product formula $\hat{C} = \arccos\left(\left\langle \vec{a}, \vec{b} \right\rangle / \|\vec{a}\| \cdot \|\vec{b}\| \right)$ for the calculation of the angle $\hat{C}$ between vectors $\vec{a}$ and $\vec{b}$. The kernel would then compare $\hat{C}$ with $\hat{L}$ to decide whether the specific triangle fulfilled the user-defined quality criteria or not. However, the calculation of $\hat{C}$ involves costly arccos and sqrt operations (the latter for the calculation of $\|\vec{a}\| \cdot \|\vec{b}\|$).

The algorithmic optimizations are based on the observation that, since $\hat{C}$ and $\hat{L}$ represent minimum angles of triangles, they are both less than $\frac{\pi}{2}$. As a result, $\cos \hat{C}$ and $\cos \hat{L}$ both $\in (0, 1)$, with $\cos$ being a monotonically decreasing function of the angle in the interval $(0, \frac{\pi}{2})$. Therefore, instead of comparing $\hat{C}$ with $\hat{L}$ one can equivalently compare $\cos \hat{C}$ with $\cos \hat{L}$. This eliminates a time-consuming acos operation every time a new triangle is created.
Furthermore, since $\cos \hat C$ and $\cos \hat L$ are both positive, one can equivalently compare $\cos^2 \hat C$ with $\cos^2 \hat L$. This, in turn, eliminates the $\sqrt{\text{rt}}$ operation for the calculation of $\|\vec{a}\| \cdot \|\vec{b}\|$.

The specific algorithmic optimizations improved further the execution time of coarse-grain PCDM by an average 8.82%.

4.2 Medium-grain PCDM

The medium-grain PCDM implementation spawns threads inside each MPI process. These threads cooperate for the refinement of a single subdomain, by simultaneously expanding different cavities. The threads of each MPI process are bound one-by-one to the execution contexts of a physical processor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Unoptimized</th>
<th>Optimized</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 processor</td>
<td>155.0</td>
<td>25.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 processors</td>
<td>80.4</td>
<td>13.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 processors</td>
<td>42.3</td>
<td>6.94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3

Execution time (in sec) of the original (unoptimized), and the optimized medium+coarse multi-grain PCDM implementation.

Table 3 summarizes the execution time of a multi-grain PCDM implementation that exploits coarse-grain parallelism across processors and medium-grain inside each SMT processor (2 execution contexts per processor for our experimental platform, executing one medium-grain thread each). The unoptimized multi-grain implementation performs almost 3 times worse than the unoptimized coarse-grain one. However, our optimizations result in code that is
approximately 6 times faster than the original, unoptimized implementation. The exploitation of the second execution context of each SMT processor allows optimized multi-grain PCDM to outperform the optimized coarse-grain configuration which exploits only one SMT execution context on each physical processor. It is, however, up to 4 processors, slightly less efficient than the coarse-grain configuration that executes 2 MPI processes on each CPU\(^3\).

Fig. 2. Effect of optimizations on the performance of multi-grain (coarse+medium) PCDM. Cumulative effect on execution time (left diagram). Performance improvement (%) of each new optimization over the multi-grain PCDM implementation with all previous optimizations applied.

The charts of Figure 2 itemize the effect of each optimization on execution time of the multi-grain (coarse+medium) implementation of PCDM. The left

\(^3\) In [4] we evaluate PCDM on larger-scale systems. We find that the use of additional MPI processes comes at the cost of additional preprocessing overhead and we identify cases in which the combination of coarse-grain and medium-grain (coarse+medium) PCDM proves more efficient than a single-level coarse-grain approach. Furthermore, in [4], we evaluate the medium-grain implementation of PCDM on IBM Power5 processors, in which the cores have a seemingly more scalable implementation of the SMT architecture, compared to the older Intel HT processors used in this study.
chart depicts the execution time of:

- The original, unoptimized implementation (*original*),
- The version after the efficient implementation of synchronization operations (*atomic*), discussed in Section 4.2.1,
- The version after the minimization of conflicts and the implementation of a multi-level work queue scheme (*Conflicts+Queues*), described in Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3,
- The code resulting after the optimization of memory management (*Mem Mgmt*), covered in Section 4.2.4,
- The version incorporating the substitution of STL with generic data-structures (*STL*), discussed in Section 4.2.5,
- The code resulting after the algorithmic optimizations (*Algorithmic*), described in Section 4.2.6, and
- The version resulting after the activation of dynamic load balancing (*Load Balancing*), discussed in Section 4.2.7.

Similarly, the right chart depicts the % performance improvement after the application of each additional optimization over the version that incorporates all previous optimizations.

### 4.2.1 Synchronization

A major algorithmic concern for medium-grain PCDM is the potential occurrence of conflicts while threads are simultaneously expanding cavities. Multiple threads may work on different cavities at the same time, within the same domain. A conflict occurs if any two cavities —processed simultaneously by different threads— overlap, i.e., have a common triangle or share an edge. In
this case, only a single cavity expansion may continue; the rest need to be canceled. This necessitates a conflict detection and recovery mechanism.

![Diagram of cavity and triangle protection](image)

Fig. 3. Layer of triangles that surround a cavity (closure of the cavity).

Each triangle is tagged with a flag (taken). Whenever a triangle is touched during a cavity expansion (either because it is actually part of the cavity itself or of its closure), the flag is set. The closure of the cavity, namely this extra layer of triangles that surround the cavity —without being part of it— prevents two cavities from sharing an edge (Figure 3) [16, 34]. If, during a cavity expansion, a thread touches a triangle whose flag has already been set, the thread detects a conflict. The cavity expansion must then be canceled.

Updates of the flag variable need to be atomic since two or more threads may access the same triangle simultaneously. Every access to the triangle’s flag is performed through atomic `fetch_and_store()` operations. These instructions incur —on the vast majority of modern shared-memory architectures— less overhead than conventional locks or semaphores under high contention, while providing additional advantages such as immunity to preemption. The use of atomic instructions resulted in 33% to 39% faster code than an alternative, naive implementation using POSIX lock/unlock operations for the protection.
of the flag.

4.2.2 Reduction of Conflicts

The cancellations of cavity expansions—as a consequence of conflicts—directly result in the discarding of already performed computation. The canceled cavity expansion will have to be restarted. It is, thus, critical for performance to minimize the occurrence of conflicts.

![Separator](image)

**Fig. 4.** Separator that splits a sub-domain into different areas.

The optimized multi-grain PCDM implementation isolates each thread to a single area of the sub-domain (Figure 4). We apply a straightforward, computationally inexpensive decomposition, using simple, straight segments, by subdividing an enclosing rectangular parallelepiped of the sub-domain. If, for example, two threads are used, the separator is a vertical line at the middle between the leftmost and rightmost coordinate of the sub-domain. After the isolation of different threads to different working areas, conflicts are likely to occur only close to the borders between areas. Moreover, the probability of conflicts decreases as the quality of the mesh improves [10].

Table 4 summarizes the number of conflicts before and after splitting the
Table 4

Number of conflicts before and after splitting (in two) the working area inside each sub-domain.

working area of each sub-domain. Additional performance data are provided in section 4.2.3. Statically splitting sub-domains is prone to introducing load imbalance among threads. The technique applied to resolve load imbalance is described in Section 4.2.7.

4.2.3 Work-Queues Hierarchy

PCDM maintains a global queue of “bad” triangles, i.e., triangles that violate quality criteria. Whenever a cavity is re-triangulated, the quality of the new triangles is checked, and any offending triangle is placed into the queue. Throughout the refinement process threads poll the queue. As long as it is not empty, they retrieve a triangle from the top, and start a new cavity expansion. In medium-grain PCDM, the queue is concurrently accessed by multiple threads and thus needs to be protected.

A straightforward solution for reducing the overhead due to contention is to

---

4 The implementation of the conflict reduction technique is interdependent with the work-queues hierarchy design and implementation, presented later in section 4.2.3. As a result the effect of each of these two optimizations on execution can not be isolated and evaluated separately.
use local, per thread queues of bad triangles. Bad triangles that belong to a specific working area of the sub-domain are inserted into the local list of the thread working in that area. Since, however, a cavity can cross the working area boundaries, a thread can produce bad triangles situated at areas assigned to other threads. As a result, local queues of bad triangles still need to be protected, although they are significantly less contended than a single global queue.

A hierarchical queue scheme with two local queues of bad triangles per thread is applied to further reduce locking and contention overhead. One queue is strictly private to the owning thread, while the other can be shared with other threads, and therefore needs to be protected. If a thread, during a cavity re-triangulation, creates a new bad triangle whose circumcenter is included in its assigned working area, the new triangle is inserted in the private local queue. If, however, the circumcenter of the triangle is located in the area assigned to another thread, the triangle is inserted in the shared local queue of that thread (Figure 5). Each thread dequeues triangles from its private queue as
long as the private queue is not empty. Only whenever the private queue is found empty shall a thread poll its shared local queue.

As expected, the private local queue of bad triangles is accessed much more frequently than the shared local one. During the creation of the mesh of 10M triangles for the pipe domain, using two threads to exploit medium-grain parallelism, the shared queues of bad triangles are accessed 800,000 times, while the private ones are accessed more than 12,000,000 times. Therefore, the synchronization overhead for the protection of the shared queues is practically negligible. Contention and synchronization overhead could be reduced further if a thread moves the entire contents of the shared local queue to the private local queue, upon an access to the shared local queue. However, such a scheme would compromise load balancing, as discussed in Section 4.2.7.

The average performance improvement after reducing cavity expansion conflicts and using the 2-level queue scheme is 40.52%.

4.2.4 Memory Management

The memory recycling mechanism of PCDM, described in Section 4.1.2, is not efficient-enough in the case of medium-grain PCDM for two reasons:

• The recycling list is shared between threads and thus accesses to it need to be protected.
• Memory allocation/deallocation requests from different threads cause contention inside the system’s memory allocator. Such contention may result in severe performance degradation for applications with frequent memory management operations.
In the optimized medium-grain PCDM we associate a local memory recycling list with each thread. Local lists alleviate the problem of contention at the level of the recycling list and eliminate the respective synchronization overhead. A typical concern whenever private per thread lists are used, is the potential imbalance in the population of the lists. This is, however, not an issue in the case of PCDM since, as explained in Section 4.1.2, the population of triangles either remains the same or increases during every single cavity refinement.

To reduce pressure on the system’s memory allocator, medium-grain PCDM also uses memory pools. The difference with coarse-grain PCDM is that memory pools are thread-local and thus do not need to be protected.

The execution time of coarse+medium grain PCDM, after memory management-related optimizations were applied, further improved on average by 13.49%.

4.2.5 Substitution of STL Data-Structures

In section 4.1.1 we described the substitution of STL constructs with generic data structures (arrays) in the code related to cavity expansion. This optimization is applicable to the medium-grain implementation of PCDM code as well.

The average performance improvement by substituting STL constructs with generic data structures is in the order of 44.21%, 7.21% higher than the performance improvement attained by substituting STL data structures in the coarse-grain PCDM implementation. STL data structures introduce additional overhead when used in multi-threaded code, due to the mechanisms used by STL to guarantee thread-safety.
4.2.6 Algorithmic Optimizations

The algorithmic optimizations described in section 4.1.3 are applicable in the case of medium-grain PCDM as well. In fact, on SMT processors such operations, besides their cost, can become a serialization point if the floating-point hardware is shared between threads [45]. These modifications improved the execution time of medium-grain PCDM by approximately 4.35%.

4.2.7 Load Balancing

As explained in Section 4.2.2, each sub-domain is divided up into distinct areas, and the refinement of each area is assigned to a single thread. The decomposition is performed by equipartitioning — using straight lines as separators — of a rectangular parallelepiped enclosing the subdomain. Despite being straightforward and computationally inexpensive, this type of decomposition can introduce load imbalance between threads for irregular subdomains (Figure 6).

![Fig. 6. Uneven work distribution between threads. A “moving separator” technique is used for fixing the load imbalance.](image)

The load imbalance can be alleviated by dynamically adjusting the position of the separators at runtime. The size of the queues (private and shared) of bad
quality triangles is proportional to the work performed by each thread. Large differences in the populations of queues of different threads at any time during the refinement of a single sub-domain are a safe indication of load imbalance. Such events are, thus, used to trigger the load balancing mechanism. Whenever the population of the queues of a thread becomes larger than \((100 \div \text{Number of Threads})\)% compared with the population of the queues of a thread processing a neighboring area, the separator between the areas is moved towards the area of the heavily loaded thread (Figure 6). The population of the queues of each thread needs to be compared only with the population of the queues of threads processing neighboring areas. The effects of local changes in the geometry of areas tend to quickly propagate — similarly to a domino effect — to the whole sub-domain, resulting in a globally (intra sub-domain) balanced execution.

Fig. 7. Difference in the number of processed cavities without (left diagram) and with (right diagram) load balancing.

Figure 7 depicts the difference in the number of processed cavities between two medium-grain PCDM threads that cooperate in the processing of the same sub-domains. In both figures, the x-axis represents the id of the sub-domain being refined, while the y-axis represents the number of expanded cavities by each thread for the specific sub-domain. Before the activation of the load balancing mechanism, there are sub-domains for which a thread processes twice
as many cavities as the other thread. On the other hand, when the load balancing technique is activated, both threads perform approximately the same amount of work (cavity expansions) for each sub-domain. The moving separator scheme manages to eliminate work imbalance among threads, at the cost of monitoring the length of triangle lists, re-calculating separators and moving unprocessed triangles between lists upon re-balancing operations. Overall, the execution time improvement attained through better load balancing averages 6.11%.

4.3 Fine-grain PCDM

Fine-grain PCDM also spawns threads (a master and one or more workers) inside each MPI process. The difference with the medium-grain PCDM implementation is that in the fine-grain case the threads cooperate for the expansion of a single cavity. Cavity expansions account for 59% of the total PCDM execution time.

The master thread behaves similarly to a coarse-grain MPI process. Worker threads assist the master during cavity expansions and are idle otherwise. Triangles that have already been tested for inclusion into the cavity have to be tagged so that they are not checked again during the expansion of the same cavity. Similarly to the medium-grain PCDM implementation, we use atomic test_and_set() operations to atomically test the value of and set a flag. Each thread queues/dequeues unprocessed triangles to/from a thread-local queue. As soon as the local queue is empty, threads try to steal work from the local queues of other threads. Since the shape of a cavity is, unlike the shape of a sub-domain, not a priori known, techniques such as the multi-level queue
scheme and the dynamically moving boundary (Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3) can not be used in the case of fine-grain PCDM to isolate the working areas of different threads. Accesses to local queues are thus protected with synchronization mechanisms similar to those proposed in [35]. In order to hinder worker threads from monopolizing processor resources while spin-waiting for work, we have added pause instructions in busy-wait loops. The pause instruction, available in newer versions of the Intel ISA, is a hint to the processor to slightly delay threads executing tight loops.

Many of the optimizations described in 4.1 and 4.2 (more specifically atomic, Mem Mgmt, STL, and Algorithmic) are applicable in the case of fine-grain PCDM. However, we do not present experimental results on the effect of each particular optimization on performance. We, instead, opt—due to space limitations—to use a fully optimized version and investigate both qualitatively and quantitatively the interaction of that code with SMT processors. The observations from this study can also be generalized in the context of other irregular, multi-grain codes, such as multi-level parallel implementations of N-body calculations [28].

4.3.1 Experimental Study

We executed a version of PCDM which exploits both the fine and the coarse granularities of parallelism (Coarse+Fine). The fine granularity is exploited within each MPI process, by the two execution contexts available on each HT processor. Multiple MPI processes—on multiple processors—are used to exploit the coarse granularity. We compare the performance of the multi-grain (coarse+fine) version with that of the single-level coarse-grain implementation
of PCDM. We have executed two different configurations of the coarse-grain experiments: either one (Coarse (1 MPI/proc)) or two (Coarse (2 MPI/proc)) MPI processes are executed on each physical processor. In the latter case, the coarse-grain implementation alone exploits all execution contexts of the system. We also compare the performance of PCDM with that of Triangle [40].

![Speedup Graph](image)

**Fig. 8.** Speedup with respect to the single-threaded PCDM execution. The table reports the corresponding execution times (in sec) for Triangle and Coarse+Fine. The respective execution times for Coarse (1 MPI/proc) and Coarse (2 MPI/proc) can be found in table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procs.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Triangle</td>
<td>24.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse+Fine</td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>20.7</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8 depicts the speedup with respect to a sequential PCDM execution. On the specific system, Triangle is 12.3% faster than the optimized, sequential PCDM. The multilevel PCDM code (Coarse+Fine) does not perform well. In fact, a slowdown of 44.5% occurs as soon as a second thread is used to take advantage of the second execution context of the HT processor. The absolute performance is improved as more physical processors are used (2 and 4 processors, 4 and 8 execution contexts respectively). However, the single-level version, even with 1 MPI process per processor, consistently outperforms the multi-grain one (by 43.6% on 2 processors and by 45.5% on 4 processors). The performance difference is even higher compared with the coarse-grain configuration using 2 MPI processes per processor. In any case, single- or
multi-level (coarse+fine), 2 processors are sufficient for PCDM to outperform the extensively optimized, sequential Triangle, whereas Coarse (2 MPI/proc) manages to outperform Triangle even on a single SMT processor.

We used the hardware performance counters available on Intel HT processors, in an effort to identify the reasons that lead to significant performance penalty whenever two execution contexts per physical processor are used to exploit the fine granularity of PCDM. We focused on the number of stalls, the corresponding number of stall cycles, as well as the number of retired instructions in each case. We measure the cumulative numbers of stall cycles, stalls and instructions from all threads participating in each experiment. The results are depicted in Figures 9a and 9b respectively. Ratios have been calculated with respect to the sequential PCDM execution.

![Fig. 9.](image)

(a) Normalized number of stall cycles (with respect to the sequential PCDM execution) and average stall latency, in cycles. (b) Normalized number of retired instructions (with respect to the sequential PCDM execution).

The number of stall cycles (Fig. 9a) is a single metric that provides insight into the extent of contention between the two threads running on the execution contexts of the same processor. It indicates the number of cycles each thread
spent waiting because an internal processor resource was occupied by either the other thread or by previous instructions of the same thread. The average per stall latency, on the other hand, indicates how much performance penalty each stall introduces. Whenever two threads share the same processor, the stall cycles are from 3.6 to 3.7 times more for Coarse+Fine and 3.9 times more for Coarse (2 MPI/proc). Exploiting the two execution contexts of each HT processor with two MPI processes seems to introduce more stalls. It should, however, be noted that the worker thread in the Coarse+Fine implementation performs useful computation only during cavity expansions, which account for 59% of the execution time of sequential PCDM. It should also be noted that the introduction of pause instructions to the busy-wait loop of worker threads reduces the pressure of those threads to processor resources. On the contrary, Coarse (2 MPI/proc) MPI processes perform useful computation throughout the execution life of the application.

Resource sharing inside the processor has a negative effect on the average latency associated with each stall as well. The average latency is 10 cycles when one thread is executed on each physical processor. When two MPI processes share the same processor it raises to approximately 15 cycles. When two threads that exploit the fine-grain parallelism of PCDM are co-located on the same processor the average latency ranges between 11.3 and 11.9 cycles. Once again, the lower stall latency compared with the Coarse (2 MPI/proc) version can be attributed to the fact that pause instructions have proven successful to reducing the effect of busy-wait loops of worker threads while the latter do not execute useful work.

Interesting information is also revealed by the number of retired instructions (Fig. 9b). Whenever two processors are used, the total number of instructions
always increases by a factor of approximately 1.4—with respect to the corresponding single-processor experiments—for the two coarse configurations and the coarse+fine version. We have traced the source of this problematic behavior to the internal implementation of the MPI library, which attempts to minimize response time by performing active spinning whenever a thread has to wait for the completion of an MPI operation. Active spinning produces very tight loops of “fast” instructions with memory references that hit into the L1 cache. If more than two processors are used, the cycles spent spinning inside the MPI library are reduced, with an imminent effect on the total number of instructions.

4.3.2 Evaluation of additional hardware support

The discussion in section 4.3.1 revealed weaknesses in the design of current, commercially available SMTs—namely lack of support for light-weight thread spawning and efficient intra-SMT synchronization—which hinder the exploitation of parallelism at fine granularities. We evaluated the effect of realistic, low-cost and complexity hardware support for thread spawning and synchronization using a multi-SMT simulator based on SimICS [20]. SimICS was configured as closely as possible to the real, Intel-based multiprocessor used throughout the experimental evaluation. We simulated lock-box [42] functionality for intra-SMT synchronization and estimated the overhead of the entire sequence for synchronized entry-exit to a critical section to 10 cycles [42]. Concerning thread spawning, several studies estimate the latency between 2 and 10 cycles [3, 36, 43]. We opted to simulate an overhead of 10 cycles.

An multi-granular implementation using software multithreading within each
SMT and MPI across different SMTs, proves – without the additional hardware support – up to 2.1 times slower than a pure, coarse-grain implementation, which executes 2 MPI processes on top of the 2 execution contexts of the SMT. However, the addition of hardware support for thread spawning and synchronization results in an average 54.6% speedup for the multi-granular, multithreaded implementation. This makes the multi-granular version of the algorithm a prime choice for the efficient exploitation of SMT contexts, since it is, on average, 17.9% faster than the coarse-grain one.

We expect more aggressive hardware mechanisms for thread management and synchronization to be present in the upcoming generations of multithreaded processors. More aggressive support will be a natural aftereffect of advances in technology and the need to meet the requirements of applications with fine-grain parallelism.

4.4 Alternative Methods for the Exploitation of Execution Contexts

As is the case with most pointer-chasing codes, PCDM suffers from poor cache locality. Previous literature has suggested the use of speculative precomputation (SPR) [17] for speeding up such codes on SMTs and CMPs [17, 44]. SPR exploits one of the execution contexts of the processor in order to precompute addresses of memory accesses that lead to cache misses and pre-execute these accesses, before the computation thread. In many cases, the precomputation thread manages to execute faster than and ahead of the computation thread. As a result, data are prefetched timely into the caches.

We have evaluated the use of the second hyperthread for indiscriminate pre-
computation, by cloning the code executed by the computation thread and stripping it from everything but data accesses and memory address calculations. The precomputation thread successfully prefetched all data touched by the computation thread. However, the execution time was higher than that of the 1 thread per CPU or 2 computation threads per CPU versions. As explained in the previous section, Intel HT processors do not provide mechanisms for low overhead thread suspension / resumption. As a result, when the precomputation thread prefetches an element, it performs active spinning until the next element to be prefetched is known. However, active spinning slows down — as reported earlier — the computation thread by more than 25%.

We tried to suspend/resume the precomputation thread using the finest-grain sleep/wakeup primitives available by the OS. In this case, the computation thread does not suffer a slowdown, however — as explained earlier — the latency of a sleep/wakeup cycle spans the expansion time of hundreds of cavities. An additional problem is that the maximum possible run-ahead distance between the precomputation and computation thread is equal to the degree of available concurrency, namely the number of unprocessed elements in the “bad” triangles queues. This number equals approximately 2 in our fine-grain 2D experiments. This precludes the use of the precomputation thread in batch precompute/sleep cycles.

5 Conclusions

As SMT processors become more widespread, parallel systems are being built using one or more of these processors. The ubiquitousness of SMT processors necessitates a shift towards parallel programming, especially in the context of
scientific computing. The development of parallel codes is not an easy undertaking, especially if high performance is the end-goal. Code optimization is a valuable step of the development process, however the programmer has to both identify performance bottlenecks and evaluate complex tradeoffs. At the same time, adaptive and irregular applications are a challenging target for any parallel architecture. Investigating whether emerging parallel architectures are well suited for such applications is, therefore, an important undertaking. Our paper makes contributions towards these directions, focusing on PCDM, an multi-level, multi-grain parallel mesh generation code. PCDM is representative of adaptive and irregular parallel applications that present several challenges to parallel execution hardware, including fine-grain task execution and synchronization, load imbalance and poor data access locality. PCDM was selected due to the fact that it is a scalable parallel implementation of mesh generation, which at the same time guarantees the quality of the final mesh.

We first presented a step-by-step optimization of the two outer granularities of PCDM. Despite the fact that PCDM is the direct target of these optimizations, most of them are generic enough to be applicable to other applications of the same class. We evaluated and presented the effect of each individual optimization on performance. The resulting optimized code was up to 6 times more efficient than the original one.

As modern parallel systems integrate many execution contexts organized — due to technical limitations— in more and more levels, system architects are faced with a choice between performance and programmability. They can present all the computational resources of the system to the programmer in a uniform way, in order to facilitate programming. Alternatively, they can export details of the architecture to the programmer, by differentiating the
handling of computational resources at different levels of the system, thus enabling the efficient execution of demanding codes. Most commercially available multiprocessors (based on Intel HT, AMD Opteron or IBM Power processors) follow the former approach. A recent, notable exception in this trend has been the Sony/Toshiba/IBM Cell chip.

Next-generation system software has a significant role in this emerging environment; it can bridge these two alternatives. New compilers, operating system kernels and run-time libraries need to be developed specifically for layered parallel architectures, with the goal of hiding complex architectural details from the programmer, but at the same time exploiting in an educated manner the structural organization of the hardware in order to unleash the performance potential of modern parallel architectures.
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